MARCIALONGA 2011 – INTERVIEWS




JERRY AHRLIN (1st place)

I was in great shape today, and I have to thank the skimen and service who did a fantastic job. It’s been a pretty perfect day. After a couple of kilometres we got a gap together with Oskar, and it grew bigger and bigger down the course. This is my third victory and the sixth podium at Marcialonga. I’m absolutely satisfied with myself. Marcialonga is a fantastic race, one of my favourites, with all the villages you go through and the amazing landscape the race is set into.


OSKAR SVAERD (2nd place)

Jerry was just stronger than me on the climb, I tried to keep his pace, but I soon realised I couldn’t keep up. So I kept my pace and secured the second place. Soon after the start, on the first uphill Jerry decided to push hard and we got a gap. I was not 100 per cent sure we could make it till the end, but we helped each other along the course and eventually reached the climb together, ready to fight for the first step. In the end he won, but I’m happy anyway. 


STANISLAV REZAC (3rd place)

In the first five kilometres I didn’t ski very well, and the reason was that my skis had to warm up a little. On the way to Predazzo I felt my skis improving and I could keep the pace of the others in the pack. However, both Ahrlin and Svaerd were much stronger than me today, so I’m very happy with this bronze medal. 


SERAINA BONER (1st place)

What can I say?! It was my first time here and I won. I’m super happy. And I had so much fun today, a fantastic day with all those people on the side of the tracks across the villages. Marcialonga is just unique I guess. I will be racing other Worldloppet marathons in the next months, and I hope to get a better and better shape in the weeks to come.


SANDRA HANSSON (2nd place)

I’m rather satisfied with this second place, especially because I didn’t feel too well this morning. I definitely didn’t expect such a result from today’s race. 
Marcialonga is a fantastic event also thanks to the many people who cheer us up throughout the entire 70 km course. Along the climb, for example, I didn’t feel any weariness cause there was so much people shouting at me and encouraging me and all the athletes.


SUSANNE NYSTROEM (3rd place)

Usually I’m not very good at the start. And so it was today. That’s why I lost contact with the girls in the front and didn’t manage to get close to them during the whole race. In the end I had to content myself with the bronze medal. 
Surely I’ll take part in next year’s Marcialonga and I’ll do my best to get on the first step of the podium. 

